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Local citizens keep EPA on target
Francis Dinger
Staff Writer

session.

Standing before the increasingly acidic Puget Sound, leaders and representatives of the
Environmental Protection Agency
held a hearing on Pier 66 regarding
the Obama administrations most
recent reports confirming that six
greenhouses gases are destroying
the public welfare and health.
More than 2,000 people filled
the Bell Harbor Conference Center
on the waterfront to rally before
the hearing and witness one of
two hearings nation-wide that addressed the effects of global climate

change.
The morning of the hearing,
Washington state Gov. Christine
Gregoire signed an executive order
to reduce greenhouse emissions in
the state and eventually reduce the
The Spectator

Braden VanDragt

Jay Manning, Washington Department of Ecology director, speaks as the crowd celebrates at Pier 66.

SU offers safe space
for LGBTQ members

number ofcars on the road. The order was similar to a climate change
bill Gregoire had unsuccessfully
championed in a recent legislative

Green Peace and the Sierra Club
brought the largest number of
people to the rally, but many other
independent organizations and
universities showed their support.
For many in the audience, time
of
the essence in addressing the
is
issue of global climate change.
"We have squandered these
past 50 years of lead time in facing this issue," said William Calvin,
a professor at the University of

Washington.
Calvin has been monitoring this
issue since academic papers began
to discuss it 50 years ago, but some

college-aged participants are making their public debuts in facing
the issue.
Bryson Nitta, co-founder of
Environmental Students of Seattle
University, attended the event to
show his continual support for the
issue.
Page
"I don't think this
[high rate ofattendance]
means we get to take a
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Hall of Fame adds second wave
The second class of Hall of Fame inductees included 15 individual athletes and two teams

Faculty note the progressive changes among student body

Pauline Diaz
Staff Writer
When Roman Christiaens
came out to one of his friends in
high school, she told him (in his
words) to "forget about it and put
it aside."
In the hometown he describes
as a "small-town, conservative,
conventional" environment,
Christiaens repressed his homosexuality because it wasn't well
understood.
Even through his freshman year at Seattle University,
Christiaens only shared his sexuality with those he considered
closest. Finally sophomore year,
Christiaens gave a talk at the
New Student Retreat to about
60 students, many of them complete strangers, sharing his experience of facing and sharing his

homosexuality.
"I would say SU is actually the
reason that I was able to come
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out," Christiaens, sophomore creative writing major, says. "After I
gave my talk, they were gushing
with support for me."
By some expectations, a gay
man sharing his coming-out experience on a Campus Ministry
retreat at a Catholic university
might be surprising. However,
many LGBTQ (Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgendered and
Questioning) students and faculty at Seattle University speak
positively of the school's attitude
toward queer lifestyles.
"In the community I grew up
in, [homosexuality] wasn't completely normal, but it was very accepting," says Ryan Disch, freshman social work major. "Here it
goes even further than that. It is
normal. It's nothing anyone here
hasn't seen before."
Carlos Reyes, freshPage
man pre-major, also
is
one
integration
says
thing he values about

10

Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
Excitement about Seattle U's
Division I filled the air
when the second class of Hall of
return to
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The 2009 inductees sit for pictures at this year's ceremony which was held at the Campion Ballroom.
Fame inductees piled into Campion
Ballroom.
Sixty-five years of Seattle
University athletics history filled
the room Saturday afternoon to
honor 15 individuals and two teams
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inducted into the Seattle University
Athletic Hall of Fame.
Past inductees,
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families and friends
of this year's class and
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KHQ report stirs controversy about Sam Green
Joshua Lynch
Editor-in-Chief

Arhyming television news story
that questioned the state's expenditures on poetry and arts education
has some screaming fiscal irresponsibility and others questioning the
ethics of the news report.
And Seattle University's writerin-residence Sam Green is caught in
the middle of the debate.
KHQ TV in Spokane aired a
story called "Paying for a poet" May
18 questioning Green's $10,000 a
year stipend from the government
to be the state's first poet laureate.
The story featured a March interview with Gov. Christine Gregoire
in which she said Green is a volunteer and was unaware that he
receives a stipend.
Gregoire appointed Green to be
poet laureate after the state legislature created and funded the position in 2007. Green was one of
more than 40 people who applied
for the position.
"This story may have no reason,
but it sure has rhyme," said KHQ
reporter Bill McGinty as the words
appeared in calligraphy in a dramatization on screen. "It's about poems
that are written on the public dime.
The state of Washington, which has
a budget mess, pays a poet laureate
to do his best."
The story was picked up by other
media outlets, including a talk radio

show in Seattle.
Speaking from Mt. Vernon
Friday before heading to Bellingham
to speak to high school seniors as a
part of the laureateship, Green told
The Spectator, "I want to walk in
and not feel like I'm in a war. I'm
hoping this will die down."
"It's dear they had an agenda,
and they didn't even check the
facts," he added about KHQ.
McGinty didn't contact Green
for the story but pulled details from
the poet laureateWeb site. McGinty
couldn't be reached Tuesday to comment for

this story.

The poet laureate Web site says
the position is meant "to build
awareness and appreciation of poetry through public readings, workshops, lectures and presentations"
in schools and community centers
statewide.
Those who know Green say his
busy schedule more than fulfills the

The story questioned
Green's stipend as

Poet Laureate.
position description
tion, makes him and

not to

men-

future laure-

ates a worthwhile investment.
"Sam Green has basically run
himself ragged in the past couple

of years," said Jeremy Ulmen, an
English and philosophy major
who knows Green. Ulmen saw the
KHQ report and left the station a
voicemail to let them know "their
coverage was incredibly disappointing and deeply offensive."
Since December, Green has been
to his home in the San Juan Islands
nine days. In the past 29 days, he
estimates that he's put 3,000 miles
on a rentar*car driving from classroom to poetry reading to festival
in everywhere from Pasco to Forks
within the state.
After a first-ever Vashon Island
Poetry Fest Memorial Day weekend that Green was involved in
making happen, one of the event's
organizers sent an e-mail out to the
organizers about a meeting—with
a special note to Green.
"Sam, you do not need to attend," wrote Ron Irvine. "You are
ordered to rest."
Still, commenters on KHQ's
story and on talk radio said the
poet laureate compensation is a misplacement of scarce state resources.
Some point out that teachers are
being laid off while Green receives
his stipend.
Ulmen's father Dave, a teacher
in Spokane whose classroom Green

going to Sam," he said. "That money
covers expenses. I'm not sure it really covers his traveling expenses."
Dave Ulmen added he would
possibly be meeting with KHQ's
news directorabout the story, which
Ulmen said was misleading and primarily a shot at Gregoire.
Meanwhile, Green will continue to make poetry appearances
during the six months he has left

recently visited, said Green

the rally.
The rally was organized by Equal
Rights Washington and Join the
Impact, which began last year as
a direct response to Proposition 8.
The Seatde-based organization was
also responsible for organizing the
nationwide Nov. 15 protests against
Proposition 8 and Day Without a
Gay events.
The protest began with speakers, including Pederson, Murray,
and leaders of the two organizing
groups. Within an hour, the gathering developed into an impromptu
march fromWesdake Center to Cal
Anderson Park.
"It was about as diverse as you
can get—gay people, straight people, people of color and all different kinds of ages," said Kraig Cook,
sophomore economics international
development and international
studies double major. "It was really
a diverse crowd, and I think that
that kind of brings power to the

was a

resource for both teachers and
students that had an immediate

impact.
"There isn't any compensation
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in his two-year term. He said he's
thinking about what's best for the
position of poet laureate and whoever holds it next. But the KHQ
story—and public reactions—have
had an impact.
"I'm trying not to take it personally, but it's hard," Green said.

Joshua can be reached at
Iynchjl@seattleu.edu

Westlake protestors
oppose Prop 8 ruling
Pauline Diaz
Staff Writer

Hundreds gathered for an impromptu rally at Westlake Center
to protest the California Supreme
Courts Tuesday morning decision
to uphold Proposition 8, a constitutional amendment banning
gay marriage in California with its
November passage.
Washington State Representative
Jamie Pedersen and Sen. Ed Murray,

it's important for people here to
stand up for the rights we've already
received through the legislation this
yearand really make those rights go
forward," said Cook.
OrganizingTuesdays rally began
in advance of this morning's ruling
in California, set to be either a celebration or a protest, depending on
the ruling.
"I was part of a group led by Join
the Impact that said as soon as they
knew [the decision] they would

in attendance and spoke

let us know," said Mark Maddox,
freshman strategic communications

both from the 43rd district of the
state, were
at

community."
Similar protests and events were
also held in over one hundred cities
around the nation.
"What just happened in
California, it was important everywhere," said Jamie Richardson,
sophomore journalism major. "For
■me as an ally, I felt it was important
for me to show support. I feel not as
many allies as there could be, especially in the SU community, come
to these things."
The protest also addressed
Referendum 71, a measure filed
by the Washington Values Alliance
aimed at overturning Senate
Bill 5688, which Gov. Christine
Gregoire signed last week to extend
the rights of marriage partnerships
to same-sex domestic partnerships.
"Especially with Referendum 71
possibly coming up in Washington,

major.
In an

official statement on the
Chief
ruling,
JusticeRonald George
wrote that Proposition 8 "carves out
a narrow and limited exception to
these state constitutional rights, reserving the official designation of
the term marriage for the union of
opposite-sex couples as a matter of
state constitutional law."
"Proposition 8 does not entirely
repeal or abrogate the aspect of a
same-sex couples state constitutional right ofprivacy and due process,"
Georges statement reads.
However, legal experts say it
remains unclear how the state will
define and ensure civil partners and
married couples receive the same

rights.
"I wasn't really necessarily surprised because of the way the legal system works, but it put into
concrete terms the whole consequences of what Prop 8 is doing,"
said Maddox of Tuesdays court
decision.
However, Maddox said he is
actually more motivated by the
decision.
"Prop 8 and now today's decision are really what sparked other
states to work toward same-sex
marriage, like lowa and Maine.
It really just galvanized the whole
movement for rights all across the
country," Maddox said. "It may be
to take one step back and using this
as leverage for two steps forward."
California's decision comes one
month after lowa became the fifth
state to legalize same-sex marriage
and amid debates in New York,
New Hampshire and New Jersey
surrounding proposed legislation
to legalize same-sex marriage.

Pauline can be reached at
diazm@seattleu.edu
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Cyclist brings Burmese junta atrocities into public view
Emily Holt
Assistant News Editor

to

Patrick Cook-Deegan has been
Darfur and Congo, as well as 28

other countries around the world,
but he's decided to live in Burma
for the next year. After biking 2,800
miles across Laos, Cambodia and
Burma in a campaign to raise money
for schools in Burma, the graduate
of Brown University has chosen to
spend his time as a Fulbright scholar offering aid relief to one of the
most under-reported countries in

Clara Ganey

The Spectator

Patrick Cook-Deegan spoke at a Students for Life event about the
genocide in eastern Burma and his efforts to fund education there.

the world.
An Sang Suu Kyi, the only imprisoned Nobel PrizeWinner, elected

Prime Minister ofBurma, and advocate of non-violent resistance to the
junta government, recently brought
attention to Burma when she was
re-arrested for supposedly violating
the terms of her house arrest, but
most of the atrocities committed in
eastern Burma go unnoticed by the
rest of the world.
"No one knows what's going on
in eastern Burma," Cook-Deegan
said.
The military government, which
has ruled Burma since 1962, has
burned over 3,300 villages to date in
eastern Burma and is building more
roads through the thick jungle region, making it harder for the native

\Mf
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Karen to hide from their attackers.
Private schools are illegal in
Burma and the teachers who do
manage to run schools make about
$7 a month, so when Cook-Deegan
witnessed the struggles an ordinary
teacher faced, he decided to take action into his own hands.
He opted to bike across the country, as part ofhis nonprofit Cycle for
Schools, in order to leave behind the
foreign back-pack culture hefelt was
distanced from Burmese life and talk
with people in small villages.
"If most people had seen what I'd
seen, they'd feel not just a responsibility to do something, but an opportunity," said Cook-Deegan.
Cook-Deegan advocates for U.S.
support of the International Crime
Court so that die Burmese government can be tried for their human
rights abuses and travels around the
country encouraging students to tell
their representatives to support the
ICC.
His visit last week to Seattle U was
part ofa series of events organized by
Seattle U Students for Life, which
aimed at raising awareness about die
various human rights abuses that occur in Burma each day.
The club raised $750 to fund
the relief and advocacy efforts of
three organizations—Free Burma
Rangers, the U.S. Campaign for
Burma and ThirstAid—and expects

No one knows
what's going on in
eastern Burma.
Patrick Cook-Deegan
Fulbright Scholar

funds to roll in this week.
David Bernica, senior humanities
for teaching major and the president
ofStudents for Life, wanted to take
a holistic approach to the Burma
teach-in by presenting cultural dinners, films and speakers in order to
highlight how many residents of
Burma are still being affected by
last year's cyclone and the ongoing
violence.
Faith Ullom, a sophomore
English major and member of
Students for Life, said she learned a
lot about the culture of Burma and
the country's positive accomplishments before the junta came into
power.
"We don't want Burma to be
some kind of catch phrase for
genocide, but I do want people to
remember the culture and the oppression that Burmese people are
facing," Ullom said.
Cook-Deegan recognizes the
transition from a military regime to
a democracy wilf involve cross-cultural discussion with a sham government, and he knows it's not a merely
black and white issue, but he won't
stop advocating for the country's
freedom in the near future.
"I have a steep learning curve
ahead," Cook-Deegan said. "But I
won't stop until Burma is a free and
more
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functioning country."
Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu
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Few students turn up for forum with representatives
Emily Holt
Assistant News Editor
United States Congressman Jim
McDermott and Washington State
Sen. Adam Kline visited Seattle
University Tuesday night to discuss
environmental legislation with the
Seattle University community, but
only 16 students and members of
the community showed up.
The Young Democrats and
Environmental Students for Seattle
University brought the representatives to campus to discuss their respective local and national agenda
for environmental legislation, but
they were underwhelmed by the

student support.
"There are only so many opportunities to be face-to-face with our
representatives so it's unfortunate
that more people didn't seek that opportunity," said Colleen Conboy, junior environmental studies major.
The event's turnout didn't suffer

Students certainly

don't have to wait
till they graduate to
be politically active.
Adam Kline

State Senator
from poor advertising; students

their politicians, how can
we do something like protest?"
Boehnlein said.
Kline said he has a hard time advocating at the state level because
so many of his constituents don't
share his views about the environment, but he still encouraged student activism.
"Students certainly don't have to
wait until they graduate to become
politically active," Kline said. "I sure
didn't."
Seattle U students met with
Kline earlier this year to lobby for
the four bills on the environmental priorities agenda. Washington
Conservation Voters gave the former lawyer and pro-choice advocate
a 100 on his voting card, meaning
that he votes for environmental legislation whenever it comes up.
After being turned down to
talk at other universities in the
Northwest, Kline applauded the
students in attendance for engaging
in a dialogue he thinks is at die forefront of todays political agenda.
"There is no university without
a group ofpeople who can disagree
with each other on civil terms,"
Kline said.
Kline has heard his share of
global climate change deniers and
said constitudents with economic
priorities often deny the importance
of the legislation he supports.
"It's difficult because when
somebody, for example, wants
to spread the rumor that climate
to meet

were

spammed with e-mails, Facebook
invites and students talked about
the Town Hall meeting in their
classrooms.
Katie Boehnlein, a junior environmental studies and English major and one of the main organizers
of the event, was disappointed the
event suffered die usual fate for most
forums about environmental issues
on campus—low attendance.
She noted that only the same
group of students and professors
were there. While her and other
students ideally imagine larger
scale meetings and demonstrations
in support of pro-environmental
changes, the events seem to lack
interest.
"If people can't even come out

change is just a theory, they don't
do it by arguing on merits, they
do it by denigrating die other side,
and in the process, corroding the
level of public discourse,"Kline said.
"It's our lot, I think, to speak in
facts."
Though the Washington State

Congress recently passed one of
the four bills on the environmental
priorities agenda—Efficiency First,
which reduces pollution in die built
environment—three others, which
address water pollution, transportation and a cap and trade system for
carbon emissions, did not pass.
McDermott currently sits on
the House and Means Committee
where he advocates for a unique
type of cap and trade system of
emissions, in which polluters would

APPLY TODAY

NOW HIRING FOR 2009-2010
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AD SALES MANAGER

BUSINESS MANAGER
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Emily Holt

Jim McDemnott, Congressman for Washington, explained his cap and trade legislation at the teach-in.
have to buy emission permits from
the Treasury Department, pumping the government with enough
money to give back to the consumers who are at the bottom end of the
spectrum. It's essentially a tax system
that charges carbon users, similar to
one that Seattle U professor Richard
Young is trying to turn into a Seattle
U-based campaign, but McDermott
said he doesn't call it a tax.
"People don't like the term tax,"
McDermott said.
One of the leading arguments
against the U.S. creating a cleaner

economy is that India and China
are also among the leading polluters in the world, and their leaders
haven't proposed the kind of legislation that members of the Obama
administration are considering.
But as the co-chair of the
Congressional Caucus on Indian
and Indian-Americans, McDermott
understands the limitations puts on
developing counties and still advocates for a U.S. led change in environmental policy.
"We are going to have to move
first," McDermott said. "We use 25

percent of the world's energy. We
can't sit back, using a quarter of the

world's energy, and tell other people
what to do."
For McDermott, the solution will not come from government alone, but from a change of
consciousness.
"This is not a short term thing
we're talking about," McDermott
said. "And it really is in your
hands."

Emily can be reached at
hottel@seattleu.edu
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Specs of the week
Steel Bridge Team ties for
first in stiffness
Seattle University's Steel Bridge
Team tied for first in the nation at
the annual steel bridge competition, held May 22 and 23 in Las
Vegas, Nev. The team tied with the
University ofCentral Florida in the
stiffness category, beating out 43
other teams from across the US.
Judges used scores from the
display category to determine who
would take home the first place
plaque. Seattle U's team was given
the second place plaque because,
according to junior Kavik Frol,
team co-captain, "we had an ugly

bridge."
This year's bridge was 20 feet
long, 3 feet wide and 2.5 feet tall.
Teams were judged on weight,
strength, display and the time it
took to assemble the bridge.
To qualify for nationals, the
team

had

to

first compete

the spectator
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the Workers Rights Consortium
say that Nike factory owners owe
$1.5 million in severance pay to
workers at now-closed factories in
Honduras.
This contract, according to a
university spokesman, is separate
from the one that supplies athletic
apparel to the university. The UW
advisory committee on the contract
is waiting for the WRC's report on
the Honduran factories.
Winners of scholastic
competition announced
The Student Executive Council
of the College ofArts and Sciences
announced the winners of this
year's scholastic competition.
Students were invited to submit
written or visual work done in their
classes to be judged by a panel of

professors.
Sophomore Kathryn Burruss
won first place for the humani-

UW students protest

ties category with her essay, "An
Illumination of the Early Modern
Society and Economics Through
"The Wealth of Nations." Senior
Shay Hopkins received an honorable mention for her essay,
"Food, Sex, and the Female Body:
Controlling Time in Faulkner's The
Sound and the Fury."
Burruss also placed first in the
social sciences category with an
essay on Locke's consent theory

apparel contract with Nike

and the Nuremburg war crimes

on labor rights' abuses

trial. Junior Steve Allen received
honorable mention for his essay,
"Masculinity, Sexuality, and Film:
What it Means to be a Man."
Freshman Cydni Carter won the
visual arts category with an untitled
collection of eight photographs.
Winners will be celebrated at an
award ceremony June 12 at 4 p.m.
in the Pigott Auditorium.

regional competition in Helena,
Mont, where it placed second out
of 300 teams.
Frol and Glenn Strid lead this
year's team. Other members were
Jennifer Davis, Kasi Wellsall, Alan
Chun, Royce Miyahara, Brian
Olmsted, Vanessa Mitchell, David
Palmiter, Michael Shattuck and Jeri
Shimazu.

enforcement," said Mike Sletten,
director of Public Safety. "If we
can get in there, we can deter or
prevent any kind of a crime, and
we also want to get the spaces freed
up for all the students, faculty, staff
that have bought permits; we're addressing any violation."
The increased monitoring has
led to an increase in impounded
vehicles as well. After three parking violations, unauthorized vehicles are subject to being towed.
The current average ofimpounds is
one vehicle towed every two days.
"We see it as the year progresses; people won't buy a permit and
they'll come park, but after multiple violations an impound will
occur," Sletten said.
"I parked in the garages until
I got like three tickets, and then I
started parking on the street," said
Kate Hudson, freshman communications major. "The tickets don't
really mean anything until you get
too many. Now I just have to deal
with the hassle of having to find a
spot and walking farther to class."
Sletten pointed out that the cost
of parking in the garages is comparable to private parking in the

city, or parking on the street. He
also said the Public Safety will do
whatever they can to help students
in financial difficulty.
"The bottom line is, we want to
get permitting in place, get them
settled into being able to get parked
and get to what they want to do,"
Sletten said. "Come in and we'll do
our best to get something figured
out that will work."
The cost of buying a permit for
on campus residents is $177 per
quarter. The cost of an impounded
vehicle usually runs about $300.
Forum says more TentCities is the solution to
Seattle's affordable housing
problem
The City Club of Seattle hosted
forum last Friday aimed at confronting the issue of affordable
housing, and one of the most prevalent suggestions by participants was
to invest in more tent-cities.
The Center for Housing Policy
recently released a 2007 study
saying that the Seattle area is the
24th most expensive place to buy
a home among more than 200
a

markets. Seattle homeless now
numbers in the thousands, with
1,977 on the streets in Seattle and
2,827 countywide, which does not
include homeless staying in transitional housing or shelters.
Some participants of the forum, including a resident of the
neighborhood that hosted the
controversial Nickelsville, said
setting up more tents is a cheap
way of addressing the homeless
situation.
The economic downturn has
reduced public funding for new
housing and has stunted projects already in the works. Because Seattle's
foreclosure problem is unfortunate,
but not as bad as other cities, its
leaders have had a tough time getting federal stimulus money for

housing.
The City Council has started a
policy to require affordable housing when areas are up for rezoning, as is the case on 12th Avenue
and Jefferson St., where the city has
proposed the construction of an affordable apartment complex.

Questions and comments?
lynchji ©seattleu.edu

an

University of Washington's
Student Labor Action Project protested the university's contract with
Nike, marching through campus
and into the president's office to
find an empty chair.
The group that managed to
end the university's contract with
Russell Corp. discovered the UW

president was out of the country
when they arrived and turned back,
shouting, "We'll be back."
The protest was the second one
in the last two weeks. SLAP wants
the university to put Nike on notice, like it did before cancelling the
Russell contract in February on alle-

gations that the retailer violated the
school's labor code ofconduct.
The student-led group and

Parking enforcement,

S3

ijM

A recent onset of auto prowling combined with an increase in
the amount of Public Safety staff
available to patrol the parking garages on campus has led to more
persistent monitoring of parking
permits.
"We've been able to get
staff freed up more for parking
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Activists push state vigilance on eco-legislation
break, though," Nitta
said. "It just means that
we need to push even
stronger while we have a
sympathetic ear in the White House.
There's still some work to do."
Nitta added legislators need to be
vigilant with how the Department of
the Interior addresses land use, particularly in regards to coal mining.
Cover

�

Today we want to
tell the administation
that we want action.
Andy Grow
Climate Solutions

Colleen Conboy, a junior environmental studies major, would like
to see a lot more regulation now that
the EPA has formally declared that
six greenhouse gases are indeed contributing to global warming.
"I think we're a little ways away
from this, but we need to see prevention," Conboy said.
So far, no legislation has been
proposed at a national level in support of the EPA's recent findings.
The EPA's Web site states, "Todays
proposed action, as well as any final
action in the future, would not itself
impose any requirements on industry or other entities."
"Today, we want to tell the ad-

agriculture. So the elephant in the
right now is definitely the
economy."

room

Nancy Kirsch of the Northwest
Energy Coalition emphatically
urged the EPA panel, "Do not use
adverse economic harm to avoid
change now."
The demand of electricity will
rise exponentially over the next few
years, according to Kirsch, though
the region has the potential to produce 60,000 more kilowatts of power if resources were used efficiently.
Dina Kruger, an EPA representative, said the hearing was much
more dramatic than the one in
Washington D.C.
The panels hosted by the EPA
representatives gave community
members a chance to voice their
opinions on the endangermerit findings as well as offer solutions for the
future, in light of the new data. The
panels presented similar remarks in
every session, and speakers agreed
action cannot stop with the publication of the Endangerment

Findings.

There is currently no
national legislation
similar to Washington's.
An EPA representative transcribed the event and will publish

miniscrarion that we want action

final findings for the puhlic

now," said Andy Grow of Climate
Solutions. "We deal with a lot of
non-traditional constituents like
businesses and people involved in

by the middle of June.

to

view

Francis can be reached at
dingerf@seattleu.edu
Braden Van Oragt

The Spectator

Healthy 16- to 26-Year-Old Female Volunteers Needed for

Top: Mayor Nickels, seen through the eyes of a demonstrator's crab
suit, rallys the crowd. Middle: The rally at Pier 66 drew a large group
to support the EPA's reclassification ofcarbon as a pollutant. Bottom:
A demonstrator watches one of the many performances at the rally.

HPV VACCINE STUDY
*

HPV (human papillomavirus) is the most common STD.
�
5 million women become infected with one or more
types of genital HPV each year.
�
HPV is the cause of genital warts and may cause abnormal Pap tests.
Help us test ar\ experimental HPV vaccine. Volunteers will receive
either GARDASIL™ (the FDA approved HPV \/accir\e) or an
experimental multivalent vaccine.

A

f

tWe

•

•

female volunteers who:
Plan to be in the Seattle area for the
next 3.5 years
Are not planning a pregnancy in the next

are seeking

Women who participate will receive:
Free Pap testing
Free birth control counseling
MonetarV compensation for time and
each c °™P leted s^dy visit
P
•

•

*

HPV Vaccine Study

S tophpv@u.wQS hington.edu

arkin 9 at

All study visits will take place at the University of Washington, Hall Health Primary
Women's Clinic.

Care Center

Braden Van

Dragt
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Students who exemplify spiritual leadership win award
Katie Farden
Senior StaffWriter
Gold paper stars shone brightly
both sides of the hall leading to
the Campion Ballroom ushering
guests into the Student Recognition
Awards. The glittering wall decor,
however, was no match for the
beaming grins graduate student
on

Ryan Hamachek and senior ecommerce and humanities major
Matt Lyons wore.
Hamachek and Lyons each received die Archbishop Raymond G.
Hunthausen Award, SeatdeUs most
prestigious honor, at The Student
Recognition Award Ceremony last
week on May 20.
Leadership Development recognizes one graduate and one undergraduate student each year with die
Hundiausen Award. Award recipients are selected for their commitment to the university's social justice mission and their dedication to
Seattle U's core values of integrity,
faith, leadership and a passion for

learning.
Hamachek will graduate this
spring with a degree in student development administration. Working
as a graduate assistant in the Health
and Wellness office, he led the Peer
HealthAction Team, or PHAT, last
year. This year Hamachek found a
home in the OMA office developing programs for the LGBTQcommunity and faculty-staff programs
for students ofcolor.

His experiences with both PHAT
and OMA "have positioned me well
by providing me opportunities to
live out die social justice aspect of
the mission," Hamachek said.
"The way I engage the Seattle
U mission is by having conversations around allyship," Hamachek
added.

Ryan's vibrant
energy is sure to

enlighten any staff.
Jolie Harris

OMA
Fellow graduate student
Samantha Golden describes
Hamachek as a peer who inspires
other students in their program.
"Ryan humbly expresses his
character not only through the
work he is currently doing but
through the social action and encouragement he instills in others,"
she said. "Knowing Ryan for the
last two years as a peer, colleague
and personal friend, he has greatly
impacted how I envision myself as
an emerging professional."
Jolie Harris, Ryan's supervisor
and assistant director ofOMA noted Hamachek'scontributions to the
OMA's programs this year.
"Ryan's vibrant energy is sure to

enliven any staff," Harris said. "He
is an excellent and experienced facilitator, an independently motivated
self-starter and a generous team
member, willing to volunteer and
support whenever possible."
A Sullivan Scholar from Renton,
Wash., Lyons is also a familiar face in
the OMA office. He serves as a Peer
Mentor in the OMA Connections
Leadership program.
Lyons has also held the position
of treasurer in Seattle U's Black
Student Union and plays the baritone saxophone in Seattle Us Jazz
Band.
When asked to name his most
formative experience at Seattle U,
his face lit up.
"Can I pick two?" he asked.
Lyons said both traveling to
Vietnam as part of a Campus
Ministry mission trip in 2007 and
to going to Brussels, Belgium as a
student delegate for the Opus Prize
ceremony were the most affirming
moments of his college career.
In Brussels, Lyons and Joe
Orlando, director ofSeattle U's office of Jesuit mission and identity
spent three days with Opus Prize
winner Marguerite Barankitse,
an activist who started Maison
Shalom, a safe haven for orphans
in Burundi.
"I feel privileged to know Matt
Lyons, and to be able to come to
know him better as a delegate for
the Opus prize," Orlando said. "I
really do feel like Matt is going out

be a leader for a just and humane
world."
Seattle U President Stephen
Sundborg, S.J., presented the award
to both Lyons and Hamachek at
Wednesday's ceremony. Both received a standing ovation from the
audience.
Hamachek expressed gratitude
to the Seattle U community in his

Ministry, the Sullivan Leadership
Program and the Albers Business
School.
"Mentors and peers alike assisted
me in reaching my full potential,"
he added.
Lyons will take two months off
after graduation. He starts as a systems analyst at Deloitte Consulting
in September.
He said he would let his spiriacceptance speech.
"I've been privileged to be surtuality guide him as he transitions
rounded with folks who care so from Seattle U to the business
world.
"I try to let my faith-walk with
really do feel like Matt Jesus Christ take precedence," he
said. "I'm going to continue to let
is going to be a leader him guide me in all that I do."
Hamachek is currently looking
[...]
world.
for
forajust
a job in the Seattle area, perhaps
at the university.
Joe Orlando
"I would certainly stay at Seattle
Director of Jesuit Identity U if the opportunity arose and it
was the right fit," he said.
Regardless of where he pursues
deeply about the world around a career, Hamachek said he plans
diem," he said. "It has been dirough to carry his experiences at Seattle U
the strength of this community with him after he graduates.
diat I have been able to achieve the
"As I look forward to my future
one thing is certain: The educathings that I have."
As he received his award, Lyons tion and skills I've gained here can
also acknowledged many individunever be taken away," he said at the
als and groups who offered him supStudent Recognition Awards. "I am
port and council at Seattle U.
grateful to be forever connected to
"Over the past four years there a university I can believe so deeply
have been countless communities in and with people who believe so
that have poured knowledge and deeply in me."
wisdom into me," he said, proceeding to thank OMA, the MateoRicci Katie can be reached at
College of Humanities, Campus fardenk@seattleu.edu
to
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public
safety
reports

Safety Assist
May 24, 2:45 p.m.
SPD advised DPS that they received a telephone report from
a student of a possible domestic
violence concern in a residence
space. The student who made
the report was not in the building
when SPD and DPS arrived. HRL
& DPS are following up.

campus voice

may 27, 2009

What did you do over Memorial
Day weekend?
I watched all the
hipsters trying to fly
kites at Cal Anderson
Park with no wind.

Narcotics
May 25, 12:45 a.m.
DPS and HRL responded to a
burning odor consistent with
that of marijuana. Occupants in
the residential room from which
the odor was detected were
contacted and documented for
violation of narcotics.

I went to Folklife and hung

around downtown.

Peter Ruger
Senior, Visual Arts and Music

Rebecca Pham
Sophomore, Business

Criminal Trespass
Warning
May 25, 4:00 am.

I read in the park and I saw
the Terminator.

DPS contacted an individual
sleeping in the shrubbery along
the north side of the Administration Building. The non-affiliate
individual was identified and issued a trespass warning from
university property.

Michael Stock
Senior English and Theater

Suspicious Person
May 25, 4:30 a.m.

I worked and did homework. I didn't

HRL called DPS andadvised that,
some hours earlier, a resident had
found a stranger sleeping in their
room. The male stranger said he
was a friend of the roommate.
DPS and HRL responded to the
room, which was empty upon arDPS is following up.

C.

A resident student contacted
DPS to report that they were
experiencing severe abdominal
pain. DPS arrived and provided
a non-emergency transport to a
local hospital. HRL was advised.

For a complete listing of public
safety incidents check out our Web
site at www.su-spectator.com

sudoku solution
725864913
146932587
839715642
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Aly Richards
Sophomore, History

Interviews and Photos by Clara Ganey

Blogs of the week: Chiptunes art, goodbye 'Scrubs'

dical Assist
May 25,10:40 p.m.

3

get to go to Sasquatch. A lot of people
went and I just stayed in the dorms.

8

7,6

481627359
657389421
978146235
564273198

213598764

Pauline Diaz
Staff writer

The graphics may have been
horrible and it may have been a
hassle to blow on the cartridges
when they froze, but the nostalgia ofold-school video games will
never die. And neither will the epic
soundtracks.Por chiptune producers, these soundtracks aren't just fun
memories—they're inspiration.
The tiny but emerging genre of
chiptune music uses classic consoles like Atari, NES, and Game
Boy to create low-tech 8-bit electronica tunes. Seattle chiptune
artists include leeni, whose more
melodic pop sound incorporates vocals almost like a female
Hellogoodbye set to Game Boys,
and Fighter X, with a techno feel
incorporating breakbeats and some
house-style rhythms.
"It's pretty much like doing a
DJ set with my Game Boys," said

NickWalthewofFighterX.
The genre was biggest in the
mid-80's, when 8-bit music was

the easiest kind for amateurs to create on a computer. Now, in spite
of leaps in technology, the movement is slowly beginning to develop a new following, enabled by
Game Boy software like LSDJ and
Nanoloop that let you operate the

handheld console as a synthesizer.
But the scene isn't just for gamer
geeks. In fact, Walthew says he was
drawn more to electronic music in
general before diving into chiptune
as a genre.
"I never really grew up with a
Game Boy," Walthew admits, citing the Scottish artist Sabrepulse
as a major influence as he entered
the genre. "I just thought the idea
of taking a console and using its
hardware to make music was a
cool idea."
Sabrepulse, whom Walthew
considers the biggest chiptune
artist in the world, and Fighter X
shared the stage with San Diego
chiptune DJ trashBo and local
duo KGHB at Northwest Folklife

last weekend.
KGHB, who mainly use the
NES console, are well-known for
their stage antics and crazy costumes. Naturally, the audience
can expect anyone who makes
music with gaming systems to play
around, throw in a few surprises,
and deliver a show unlike anything
you've seen before.
"I think a lot of people will like
that," Walthew says. "There'll be
lots of fist-pumping in the air."

Pauline can be reached at
diazp@seattleu.edu

Adam Toth
Blogger

When Arrested Development
taken off the air I fell into a TV
vacuum. For three years, I had been
drawn in by its ever-tangling storylines and perfectly-chosen cast,
but now I was watching the series
finale. While satisfied by the final
hour of the show, I knew I needed
to look elsewhere for a show to fill
my television void. This is when I
remembered "Scrubs".
"Scrubs" was a show I had always liked. Throughout my scattered high school life I had seen
episodes here and there, but I had
never been able to truly follow it
because ofother commitments such
as baseball and an outreach choit
that took place on Tuesday nights.
But now high school was over, and
it was summer. It was time to move
on. Be a man. Watch "Scrubs."
So that summer combined with
my freshman year, I watched all
five seasons and the currently
airing sixth.
I know that there is no "official"
word that the series has come to a
finale, but I've also heard far too
much word of it being the end
that I didn't want a tribute to go
unheard. "Scrubs" is something
special of a show. It's unique, it's
was

funny and it's also one of the most
depressing shows on television. It
finds a way to mix the corny with
the serious like

a

Creamsaver. It

shouldn't work, but it does.

'Scrubs' is something
special of a show. It's
unique, it's funny and
it's also depressing.
The reason four million plus
have stayed around for eight years
is that the show is something special. It's one of the most original
shows in its writing, joke-telling
and characters despite the fact
that it's set at a hospital. It also,
as mentioned before, walks the
fine line of comedy and drama
in each episode, sometimes succeeding and sometimes failing. It
takes chances with all of its jokes.
Some are funny, and some aren't so
much. But the creators always "go
for it" despite how absurd a joke or
scene may seem, and it's this effort
that often pays off.
Adam can be reached at
totha@seattleu.edu
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Built To Spill is a band worth seeing at any price, so a free show from this Pacific Northwest rock fixture is an event that shouldn'tbe missed for any reason.

I

J Dilla passed away in '06, but his music lives on. The producer has influenced everyI— one from DOOM to Erykahßadu, and his new posthumous LP is a collection of
songs I
;fe;j;
chosen by his mother.
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45. Illustrative craft
46. Outcast
48. Pines for
50. Clothes
51. Expected
52. Barcelona bear
54. Instrument for measuring
mechanical force
61. Sled
63. Tendon
64. Casino game
65.
ex machina
66. European kingdom
67. "East of Eden" director

68. Editor's mark

27. Expounder of mysteries

70. Orange cover

29. Denounce

Down

31. Georgia, once: Abbr.

2. German economist and

35. Hanoi holiday

socialist
3. Take
from me
4. Defer
5. Rider's command
6. Shout in derision
7. Abominable snowman
8. Beast of burden
9. Trickery
10. Achy
11. Affectedly dainty

13. Strain
14. Beach locale
20. Lubricates
21. Pleasing
25. Big bash

37. Franklin D.'s mother
39. Dancing party
42. Enclose
44. Oz creator
47. Vast chasm
49. Marijuana cigarette
52. Auto pioneer
53. Hard fatty tissue
55. Bites
56. Med school subj.
,
57. Chow
58. Anklebones
59."
Brockovich"
60. Highway
62. Cornerstone abbr.
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SEATTLE U FOSTERS INCLUSIVE COMMUNITY

Week by other Catholic orga- of
nizations such as the Cardinal

the University of Portland
did not have any sexualityrelated student groups until
2003 and 2008, respectively.
Two months ago, the University
)f Notre Dame president rejected
tudent-led appeals to add sexual
mentation to the school's non-

liscrimination
Garrettfclukal

the LGBTQ community at Seattle University.
"We're in a community here, and here
it's not fenced off; it's integrated,"
Reyes says. "My experience is
everyone's experience."
Reyes credits his experience with
a new student immersion through
the Office of Multicultural Affairs as
a resource that helped him to come
out in college.
"The immersion didn't have anything to do with LGBTQ rights,
but because it was with the Office
of Multicultural Affairs they integrated it into the program," Reyes
says. "They were so supportive and
friendly, and when I first got here,
Cover

�

I thought, 'Whoa, people actually
talk about it here."'
Rebecca Recinos, freshman liberal studies major, says she has valued the programs and community
provided by the Triangle Club.
"It's made my transition a lot easier into feeling accepted and being
more open about myself," Recinos
says. "We all know each other and
we come together for certain events,
but we don't all hang out with each
other. We have a connecting thing
and we all come together over it,
but it's not like I only feel safe
around them."
Jodi O'Brien, professor and
chair of the Sociology Department,
sees accepting community

statement.

In some cases, Seattle University
The Spectator
ias received criticism from those
vho see its attitude toward queer
ifestyles as a contradiction to the
;chool's Catholic identity. This
"If you look at the highest insti- >ast year, in particular, the
\
tutional levels—the president, the iniversity was espe\
Jesuits," she says, "I think you have :ially criticized
who
are not only tolerant
people
but they're well-informed and actively engaged in promoting social
justice for everybody at the university, including LGBT students
and faculty and staff."
6
O'Brien also noted S
the different positions of \
odierschools at a LGBTQ
for Jesuit colleges
universities.
Sometimes faculty and stu/*
s [from other universities] who
have been invited to attend the
conference are afraid they'll get in
trouble for it," O'Brien says, "where
in our case, the campus pays for us
to go, like any other academic conference I'd go to."
Indeed, Seattle University's attitude toward LGBTQ identity could
be considered progressive among
other Catholic colleges. Whereas the
Triangle Club began over a decade
>*

.

Eerence

*<$$$&<>

C^sji
W

Newman Society.
ly
"I know there's history with at
"he Catholic Church of beng against it. They've be- n(
-ome a little more open, but it's id
something that's new. It's some- ac
Jiing that still needs to grow," says in
Christiaens, adding that in his experience the Jesuits have been very L(
open. "In fact, one Jesuit himself ca
of is my hero in my coming ca
experience."
se:
Still, students and faculty say
t there are gaps where Seattle co
AJ
University could improve.
"I don't know how you'd do it afl
in ways that would be perceived I t
as fair
but housing is one of fo
the first areas of concern," says sa;
O'Brien, listing random and samegendered roommate assignments ch
and overnight visitor rules as poli- en
cies that have been problematic in
the past.
ur
O'Brien also says that change clc
needs to happen in the academic ch
realm of the university.
"I think in some ways we need to Pc
make our curriculum a little more dii

Id
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less

contemporary with

regard

to

some

rga- of these issues," she says,
Reyes says his reservations maininal
ly stem from the larger international
vith attitude toward homosexuality,
"Even if you're on Capitol Hill,
bebe- no matter where you go, the general
t it's idea right now is still that it's not
me- acceptable so you're bound to run
says into negativity," Reyes says,
exOne of the reasons confronting
LGBTQ issues at a Catholic school
iselr can be challenging, however, is beling cause it is intertwined with other
sensitive topics.
"Not just LGBTQ issues but
say
ttle condom use, prevention of HIV/
AIDS and things like that that also
0 it affect the SU community as a whole;
ved I think that's going to take awhile
of for those things to change," Disch
;ays says, "but those are big things."
However, this is a significant
me:nts change from what the university
oli- environment used to be.
: in
"When [I was] first here, the
university was basically one big
nge closet," says O'Brien. "Things have
nic changed a lot."

Sara Bernert

represented years ofwork within her intention here is that the next step

News Editor

administration

On Monday, May 18, the
Montlake Community center was
packed with politicians, journalists,
and same-sex couples with their
children who gathered around a
table at the far side of the room.
They had come to watch and celebrate as Gov. Christine Gregoire
signed into action new legislation
that expands the rights of same-sex
domestic partners.

:

...

NEW LAW IS ONE STEP CLOSER TO
EQUALITY FOR SAME-SEX COUPLES

/wlV\

Ito Pauline can be reached at
ore diazm@seattleu.edu

FThe

measure, SB 56 88,
registered domestic
partners the same rights of
married couples. It serves as an

grants

expansion to Washington's previous

domestic partnership statute signed
ago, which provided 160
rights out of the 400 or so rights of
married couples.
Gregoire said the measure
two years

further the rights

marriage," she added.
Maria Bullon-Fernandez, Seattle
University English professor and
advocate for gay marriage, said the
legislation was a big step forward
but there is still some hesitation
within the government regarding
is

But Shapiro said groups who oppose the bill are less organized than
those in the past.
"Right now the degree to which
this legislation faces opposition is
actually somewhat up in the air," she
said. "The conservative movement is
not necessarily as united on this as
they have been in the past."
Whether or not the new legislation will be sent to voters will
be decided after the July 25 deadline. In the meantime, same-sex
couples are celebrating this step
closer to equality, although BullonFernandez says there is still work to
be done.
"While the fact diat Washington
state is recognizing fully the rights
of same-sex couples is a great step
forward, this does not mean that
gay couples are equal under the law
in our state or anywhere else in the
United States at this point," she
said. "There are still numerous and
fundamental rights that gay couples
do not have because theirmarriages
and partnerships are not recognized
under federal law."

of the LGBTQ community.
"This represents the culmination ofincredible work to treat all
Washingtonians equally," Gregoire
said in a statement. "People have
come to know that lesbian and
gay families are no different than the issue.
their own. [...] Despite the same"It is interesting to reflect on the
ness of straight couples and gay fact that the term 'marriage' is not
and lesbian couples, there are, in being used," she said. "There is still
fact, legal barriers that prevent the great resistance to using this term
same treatment."
even though, at this point, for all
At Seattle University, law profes- practical purposes, domestic partsor Julie Shapiro, an expert in fam- ners enjoy the same rights as marily law and gay rights, said the new ried spouses at the state level."
legislation was an expected next step
Opponents of the new law have
for Washington and the gay mar- drafted Referendum 71, released
riage debate.
May 18 by the state Attorney
}
"It's part of a long term strat- General's office. If proponents
egy that has been pretty clearly collect more than 120,500 valid
spelled out," Shapiro said. "It's in voter signatures by July 25, the
line with what about a dozen other new law will be suspended unstates have done, which is creating a til voters decide on it during the
parallel institution that is not mar- November election.
riage, but an interim step."
Gary Randall, president of the
The step happened more rapidly Faith and Freedom Network which
than Shapiro and many advocates created Referendum 71, told the
for gay marriage expected.
Seattle Times his organization wants
"I think a lot of change hap- to repeal the law to prevent legal- Sara can be reached at
pened more quickly than people izing gay marriage in Washington. bernerts@seattleu.edu
thought possible," Shapiro said. "It But his groups efforts were delayed
has made people rethink what they after it filed a challenge to change Katie Farden contributed to the reporting
thought was a reasonable time-line the wording and summary for how of this story.
[for gay marriage].
the referendum would appear on
"It will be an interesting thing the ballot. Signatures cannot be
to pay attention to how quickly collected until the challenge
_^.—"""""
,
people more forward. Clearly the is resolved.
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Comm professor Rim finds place in SU curriculum
lectures at SIFF
English Department adds film studies program, expands course offerings, brings in guest lecturers

James Forsher talks propaganda, censorship in classic films
Pauline Diaz
Staff Writer
Seattle University professor
Jim Forsher is ready to get nasty
at the Seattle International Film
Festival (SIFF).
Tuesday night, Forsher presented "Nasty Cinema," a showing and lecture featuring censored
and controversial films from the
19th century to 1933. On June
2 he will present "Animated
Enemies," a collection of classic

propaganda

cartoons.

"I'm guaranteed to upset
everyone at some point," says
Forsher, an associate professor of
communications. "I will not have
done my job if I haven't insulted
everybody in the audience at
least once."
This is the first year speaking
at SIFF for Forsher, whohas made
more than 100 documentaries
on film history for the Discovery
Channel, A&E and Cinemax,
many of which involve issues
of censorship.
Tuesday's films included
everything from racism, drug
references, an anti-Semitic film
produced by Thomas Edison
and a clip that he considers "the
porno films of 1898." One of
the films, "Birth Control," was
banned immediately by the

courts
to the

in 1917 and was shown

public for the first time
on Tuesday.
"The birth control film today would probably still draw
a crowd to picket it, 92 years
after it was first banned," says
Forsher. "It's a very primitive
film, but its message is still
very powerful."
Forsher sees the same modern relevance in studying
wartime propaganda.
"We're still as brutal as
we were 100 years ago," says
Forsher, "but we do it in hi-def
now."

Essentially, Forsher describes
his SIFF lectures as "showing a
lot of different types of battles."

In "Nasty Cinema," he described censorship as an oppositton between filmmakers and
the groups offended by the content. In "Animated Enemies," he
examines how propaganda cartoons made caricatures of the
so-called enemy, particularly by
exaggerating racial stereotypes of
physical appearance.
"The Nazi films of preWorld War II portrayed Jews,
for example, as subhuman, and
they were able to show these
films to some of the troops,"
says Richard Meyer, adjunct
professor of film in the English
Department. "In their minds,
they weren't really killing a human being, they were killing an
animal."

This dehumanizing portrayal wasn't limited to the
war abroad.
"At the same time these nationalist cartoons were being
produced, there were also lots.
of cartoons that had nothing to
do with war propaganda making fun of African-Americans,"
says William Taylor, professor
of English.
Although Forsher's presentation will focus on classic films,
Taylor points out that the same
dehumanizing tactics are still
being used.
"In America there were, even
around the time of9/11, a lot of

exaggerated

cartoon treatments

-of that 'enemy' by using exaggerated representations of their
features," Taylor says. "It's still
with us."
Forsher does see, his examination ofclassic films as an important way of turning a critical
eye to the present.
"If you don't know what
happened in the not-too-distant past, you're condemned to,
repeat it," he says. "It's a story
about yesterday; it's a story

about today."
Pauline can be reached at
diazm@seattteu.edu

Alex LaCasse
Staff Writer

Amid the glow of the silver screen
Edwin Weihe, director of the new
film studies program and professor of English, would examine his
Mason DOTS in the aisle lights as a
child. The black licorice gumdrops
were quickly discarded, leaving reds,
yellows and greens.
From an early age Weihe indulged his passion for film and
continues to do so today—packing
into theaters across the country for
small bits of nostalgia reminiscent of
his childhood.
While the DOTS may or may
not be there years after the fact, he
approaches the art form critically
and contextually.
"Film is an art form, but seeing
a film in a theater in particular with
otherpeople is somewhat like seeing
a sculpture or painting," said Weihe,
who has spearheaded the creation of
Seattle University's newest major.
It is Weihe's passion for cinema as well as a similar interest
from students that sparked him
to respond to the growing demand of film classes at Seattle
U through the creation of a film
studies major.
The major is currently housed
under die English Department and
will be the first Bachelor of Arts in
film studies in the region.
"There has been a lot of interest in film, and that has been true
for many, many years," Weihe said.
"Film classes have always been popular. Students are asking for more
of them."
While an independent program,
the film studies major will be coupled
widi the English Department's literature and creative writing programs.
The plan is to focus the major
on the visual and literary rhetoric of

Clara Ganey

The Spectator

English professors Edwin Weihe and William Taylor played significant
roles in the creation of the university's new film studies programs.
growing and continual interfilm classes at die university.
Currently, Seattle U offers several
as

a

est in

film-based courses including Gender
and Film and International Cinema
and Culture.
"Students around the campus are
already accumulating film courses,"
said Weihe.

Seeing a film in

When the course was posted
through the English Department
for registration last week, the class
immediately filled with students.
Weihe noted that most
of those in the class are not
English majors.
Weihe and Taylor both insist that a major or minor in film
studies is lucrative and applicable to a Seattle U graduate in

the workforce.

"From film production, digital
journalism, and digital design to any
aspect ofbusiness, law and education
somewhat like seeing
a rigorous study of film and visual
media is an importantpreparation,"
a sculpture or painting. Weihe said.
The film studies program will be
Edwin Weihe interdepartmental and will not deEnglish Department Chair tract from the curriculum offered by
the Communication Department,
according to Weihe.
William Taylor, professor of
"We share a vision that in the
English, has been teaching film future we see something like an inclasses at Seattle U for several years, stitute of visual media under which
most predominantly a course titled film studies—gaming, digital pho"The Art of Film"—a required tography, digital journalism—everycourse for the new film studies major thing that uses visual media would
or minor.
be under," Weihe said. "This is down
This coming fall quarter Taylor the line. In the meantimewe will be
will be teaching the first in a series sharing digital production facilities
of courses focused on specific film and faculty."
story-making.
The major will also have directors for the program. Woody
There are plans for a wide-range
an interdisciplinary focus, Allen will be the focus in fall of courses under the film studwith many courses cross-listed quarter 2009.
ies umbrella such as "Women and
between programs.
"Since he is still aliveand producCinema, Film and Religion, Cinema
"Film studies could be outside of ing, he was a morepopular one to start of the '60s and a series of classes
English but we rJiink there are re- with. Alien is an extremely interesting focused on film genres as well as
ally important reasons for it to be in guy," Taylor said. "He's turned out international film.
English," Weihe said.
roughly 43 films. I'm quite interested
The genesis of the new program in following dirough on these great Alex can be reached at
arose from what Weihe described director courses."
lacassea@seattleu.edu
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Digital design majors show 'ARTiculate' talent

"ARTiculate" is the end of the year showcase for the work of Seattle U's digital
design majors. The exhibition was entirely student-produced, and doubles as a
charity benefit. Sam Angel (above) played a large part in coordinating the event.
Elizabeth Dold
Staff writer
Naomi Kasumi's self-proclaimed
digital design "boot camp" ended this
spring, and its products are now on display in the Kinsey Gallery.
After a year of hard work, students
in the digital design program displayed
all of their projects in an exhibit titled
"ARTiculate." The broad theme ofartistic expression allowed students to create
projects varying from cocktail-mixing

guides to human-trafficking

posters.

I was skeptical for
awhile of whether or

not we would be able
to get everything up.
Danny Durkan

Senior
"It's kind of overwhelming to think
about the fact that we're finally here and
all the stuffs on the wall and people are
looking at it," said Dana DiCerchio junior digital design major.
Aside from the projects themselves,
a lot of work went into organizing and
displaying the exhibit.
The project was entirely studentrun. Class time was spent collaborating
ideas regarding what theme to choose,
how to raise funds and where to allocate
those funds.
"It was kind of a stress just in the last
week or so because we were struggling to
get everything set up, but everyone got
their stuff together and it turned out really, really well," said Sam Angel, senior
visual arts major, and chief coordinator
of the exhibit.
Many of the students expressed relief
over the success of the show. The gallery
was packed full of people, to the surprise
of most of the students.
"It really pulled through. I was skeptical for awhile of whether or not we
would be able to get everything up,"
said Danny Durkan, senior digital design major and co-coordinator of the
show. "I think everybody did a really
great job; I'm glad it came together as
well as it did. I hope everyone enjoys
walking ardund and seeing what the
students have been working on so diligently this year."
For many of the students in the
program, the show is the first opportunity they have had to publicly display

their work.
"We're really lucky to have a student
show because, especially with digital
designers; it's not as common to have
a digital design show in a gallery like
this," said Kelsey Parpala, senior digital design major. "We worked really
hard to get it all up, and this is a great
pay off."
Spring quarter marks the end of an
intensive year-long design sequence in
which the same group of students work

together exclusively.
"This is to celebrate and show all the
work they did over the entire year," said
Naomi Kasumi, digital design professor. "I call the sequence a 'boot camp'
because they have

no time to

sleep,

no

time to go out and date, but I really
think they feel like it paid off."
level of dedication
The
was apparent to those who viewed
their work.
"It's very engaging conceptually,
mentally, emotionally and visually.
It seems as though the students were
given a lot of leeway as there's quite a
bit of diversity," said Jane Phen, a local
art enthusiast who attended the show.
"They've done a very nice job. Some of
it looks very professional. I think there
was a lot of time, thought and effort put
into all of these pieces."
The separate works portrayed a high
level of diversity. Pieces varied in medium, including silk screen, digital prints,
mannequin hands, and more.
Subject matter included alcohol, religion, the human body, and social justice

The Spectator

Jessica Ishmael

issues.

The show wasn't just about displaying
artwork. The students sold raffle tickets
and T-shirts at the opening to benefit
Art with Heart, a Seattle non-profit
organization dedicated to helping children use art to recover from a variety of
struggles, from abusive families to medical conditions.
The organization provides children
with art supplies and art classes, backed
by the belief that creative expression is
capable of healing emotional turmoil.
"The students work really hard,
and they understand my passion for
doing things like this—trying to support organizations through our creativity," Kasumi said. "That's something
that's important to me as well as the

students—helping."
T-shirts will continue

to

be sold

in the Fine Arts office, and the show
will run in the Kinsey Gallery until

June 14.
Elizabeth can be reached at dolde®

seattleu.edu

Jessica Ishmael
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Grizzly Bear seek sanctuarv on 'Veckatimest
Matthew Martell
Entertainment Editor

Forget what you know about
pop music: Grizzly Bear is changing its face. The Brooklyn quartet
broke out with the release of 2006's
phenomenal "Yellow House," a
shimmery folk-pop record with an
almost frightening replay value. Its
10 songs eased into listener's ears
with a sort of serene grace uncommon to music as experimental as
the kind Grizzly Bear makes, its
immaculate production masked by
its imminent listenability.
"Yellow House" was equal
parts homespun folk music and
glittery pop sheen, delivered in
slow motion like clouds floating
across the skyline at sundown. By
contrast, the band's latest release
"Veckatimest" finds Grizzly Bear
at a music precipice; the record's
songs are still full of whimsy and
wonder, but the band's former
fanciful lyricism and fluttery musicianship have given way to muscular guitar leads and poetry that
concerns itself with the perils of
growing older.
But that's not to say
"Veckatimest" is self-absorbed or
imminently afraid of the future.
Rather, the band's latest release
finds them striving to linger in
the contented lifestyles they currently lead as some of Brooklyn's
most renowned and respected
musical contemporaries.
Opener "Southern Point" describes the grandeur of having a
paradise to escape to in contrast to
the routine of day-to-day existence.
First single and album standout
"Two Weeks" finds singer/guitarist
Ed Droste lamenting the "routine
malaise" of modern life. Demure
closer "Foreground" relishes the
band's own capitalist defeat, as
Droste sing-cries instructions for
a lover/friend/family member to
"take on another shift" in order to
.
make ends meet.

Thematically, there's a lot of
lyrical repetition on "Veckatimest,"
but it is less indicative of,a staleness or monomania on the parts
of Droste and co-singer Daniel
Rossen than it is of a recognition of the profundity that can
be found in the dueling joys and
sorrows of the here-and-now. The
band's newfound obsession with
modern living exposes two sides
to their music; it reinforces the
moving fragility showcased on the
album's predecessor while likewise proving Droste and Rossen
know how to craft beautiful songs
without suspending their heads in
the clouds.

Forget what you
know about pop
music: Grizzly Bear
is changing its face.
But it should also be noted that
"Veckatimest," Grizzly Bear
finally begins to feel like a band,
instead of a tug-of-war project between Rossen and Droste. Just as
on "Yellow House," every song is
laden with heart-wrenching four
part harmonies belted out by every
member of the band, but bassist
Chris Taylor and drummer Chris
Bear have reinforced presences on
"Veckatimest," and their newfound
prominence in the band is all
the better.
"Southern Point" starts out
somewhat unceremoniously,
sounding just like a typical fingerpicked folk ballad until Bear's
propulsive, surreal timpani hits
drive it over the edge and into the
realm of the sublime. Likewise, album centerpiece "Ready, Able" is
on

driven forward almost entirely by
Taylor's at once ferocious and fanciful bass line, and Droste's lyrics

,

about decision making sound far
more self-assured layered on top of
his band mate's rhythm work.
And then there's "While You
Wait For The Others." It's the best
song the band has ever written, and
for reasons no one expects. The
track signals a shift for the band,
away from the structural and sonic
complexities of "Yellow House"
and into the world of widespread
musical appeal. It's a straightforward, no nonsense, verse-chorusverse breakup song. And while it's
as polite and non-threatening as
anything else in Grizzly Bear's repertoire, it's a song that is blatantly
lachrymose; Rossen uses the song
as a chance to really wear his heart
on his sleeve, to strip himself bare
and give into his own heartache in
the "perfect cleft" of post-relation-

Courtesy ohmpark.com

Grizzly Bear started as the bedroom project of singer/guitarist Ed
Droste, but has since grown into a full-voiced four piece band.

ship confusion.
"Veckatimest" is by no means
simpler or more straightforward
than "Yellow House," but its intricacies are far more hushed
and subtle. Fundamentally it is
a rock record that finds its contents augmented by the addition
of string arrangements and '60s
pop harmonies, whereas "Yellow
House" worked precisely the other
way around.
At its best, "Veckatimest" shows
the band's members combined
have enough brawn to live up to
their namesake, but their aural ferocity at no point on the record
ever obscures their striking and
profound humanity.
It's one of those records that
leaves the listener in awe of what
they just experienced. It's a surreal journey through the musical
minds of some of the most talented
artists in the United States today,
and it's hands down the bands best
effort to date.
"Veckatimest" has been touted
by tons of publications to be a
contender for "album of the year

'09." Pitchfork, Stereogum, Spin
and The New York Times, Gorilla

Courtesy Warp Records

Vs. Bear and more have all sung
highest praises for the album, but
the hype is completely worth believing. Grizzly Bear have with
"Veckatimest" delivered something unbelievably beautiful, and
while it is by no means a perfect

record, it's certainly a grandiose
artistic statement that deserves
to be acknowledged as a work of
musical genius.

Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu

Cal Anderson Park hosts brand new breed of dog
Katie Farden
Senior Staff Writer
Don't let the name of Capitol
Hill's newest hotdog stand mislead you; Wandering Wieners is
intent on becoming a permanent
presence in Cal Anderson Park
this summer.
The stand, which made its
debut at the park May 8, will be
at Cal Anderson every MondaySaturday from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.,
co-owner Andrea Udey said.
Wandering Wieners serves a
variety of dogs, ranging in price

from $3

with chips and a soda anywhere
else."
Co-owner Matthew Parker
said Wandering Wieners hopes to
expand their selection to include
spicy dogs, as well as cheddar and
beer brats.

Their kielbasa is super
delicious. You can't
beat a $3 dog with

chips and soda.

to $4.

Current menu offerings include a quarter-pound all-beef
frank, a bratwurst, a polish kielbasa, a chili-dog, a veggie dog
and a $2 kid-sized dog. The dogs
come with a can of soda and a bag
of chips.
Customer Andrew Morgan said
he tries to visit the stand at least
once a week.
"I love Wandering Wieners,"
he said. "Their kielbasa is super
delicious. You can't beat a $3 dog

Andrew Morgan

Customer
Utley

ran

Wandering Wieners

in Montana for several months last
year before deciding to bring the

business to Seattle.
She said she and her fellow
co-owners chose to set up their
stand at Cal Anderson because
they had all lived near the park in
years past.

"We had all seen Cal Anderson

when it was not such a great place
in the past," she said. "Now it's
a great park, and we're happy to
be back."
Wandering Wieners' first weekend at Cal Anderson brought
a modest flow of customers to
the stand, co-owner Jean-Noel
Fosnaugh said.
"So far, business has been alright," Fosnaugh said. "But we
have not really been out here that
much yet. Hopefully things will
be picking up."
One way Wandering Wieners
hopes to distinguish itself from
the competition is by providing
their customers with a wide selection of condiment choices.
"We have everything you can
think of—even neon green relish and celery salt—to make a
Chicago dog," said Parker. "We're
really trying to have a little bit for

everyone."
Included in the many hot-dog
toppings Wandering Wieners offers are banana peppers, Sriracha
hot sauce, stone-ground mustard

and salsa.

Utley's daughter, 9-year-old
Isabella, said she recommends
the all-beef hot dog slathered with
cream cheese.

Wandering Wieners
is intent on becoming

a Capitol Hill fixture.
"If you can think of a topping,
we'll add it," Utley said.
Between bites of a veggie dog,
customer Neil Estep said he appreciated the diversity ofcondiments
available at Wandering Wieners.
"I have on here curried ketchup," he said. "I just haven't seen
that anywhere else, ever."
Estep added his veggie dog was
"as favorable as one can be."
Customer Sheri Cox did
not express as much enthusiasm as Estep did for her all-beef
dog however.
"I am really excited there is a

hot dog stand here," she said, "but
I'm a little disappointed that [my
hotdog] is not as great as I thought
it would be."
The flock of customers gathered around Wandering Wieners
Friday afternoon hinted the stand
is already gaining notoriety in
the neighborhood.
Utley said Wandering Wieners
was pleased with their location.
"Capitol Hill is such a great diverse neighborhood; we're really
happy to be here," Utley said.
This summer, the stand owners said they plan to extend
their hours.
"Once it warms up, we'll
definitely be open even later,"
.Utley said. "Maybe until 10 or
11 p.m."
Wandering Wieners is located just behind the Seattle
Central Community College
Athletic Center, alongside Cal
Anderson's fountain.
The stand accepts cash only.
Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu
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Seattle comes

together

at Northwest Folklife

The Spectator

Jessica Ishmael

The 38th annual Northwest Folklife festival attracted hundreds to the Seattle Center over Memorial
Day weekend. Attendees enjoyed an eclectic variety of food, art, crafts, music and performances
from artists, from the northwest and around the world, and the people-watching was just as
entertaining as the festival's official events.
JessicaIshmael
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Author Nancy Rawles retells Twain classic in 'My Jim'
had to be," Rawles said.
Few of these books captured
the true voice of the storytellers,-

Garrett

Mukai

.
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At her recent lecture, author Nancy Rawles discussed the creation of the dialects in her novel "My Jim."
Frances Dinger
Staff Writer
Classic literature is often considered timeless, but when local author Nancy Rawles visited
Seattle University as part of the
"Seattle Reads" program, she literally updated a classic to fit the
time

period.

Rawles' novel, "My Jim,"
is a meta-fictional retelling of
sorts inspired by Mark Twain's
"Huckleberry Finn" as told
through the eyes of Sadie, the
wife of Jim (the fugitive slave
who acts as Huck's surrogate father throughout the novel), as recorded by Sadie's granddaughter.
Rawles spoke at Seattle University
May 21 in order to discuss the
impetus for her literature with
students and other interested audience members.
In Rawles' novel, Huck Finn
and Tom Sawyer appear almost

as ghosts, coming in and out of
the narrative, but never remaining for long. Rawles seems to just
dip her fingers into the original
narrative, making "My Jim" more
of a meditation on love and free-,
dom than a complete retelling of

Meta-fiction is a literary genre in
which a novel makes a comment
on itself and the subject of novel
writing or wherein an author takes
a "universe" already established by
another author and tells a story
within it, as is the case with Nancy
Rawles novel.
,

The slave narratives

are written [in this
way] because
they had to be.
Nancy Rawles
Author

"Huckleberry Finn."
The meta-novel is not a form
often seen in literature classes
nor is it a well-recognized form
in the literary community at large.

Though not officially written
in dialect, Nancy Rawles inverts
and uses colloquial language in the novel to lend
an authentically southern voice
to her characters. Rawles works
in a suggested oral form, making
her novel much more readable
than if it had been written as if
it were transcribed directly from
spoken word.
In researching "My Jim,"
Rawles read countless slave narratives from the Reconstruction
Era and found that they were all
written in beautiful English out of
necessity. "The slave narratives are
written [in this way] because they
sentence structure

but

at

the time they had

be written in this way to
appeal to white English and
American readers.
The book is honest in its language as well as in the brutality
of the situation, something that
could only be openly discussed
through fiction. Marie-Antoinette
Smith, Associate Professor of
English, attended the reading and commented on the use
of language.
"In chatting with Nancy Rawles
after her reading, I mentioned to
her that I really appreciated her
explanation about how she came
to develop the language and dialect used in 'My Jim,'" Smith
said. "She noted it was more a
form of what I call 'deliberatively
contrived written vernacular' that
she consciously engineered for the
purpose of having hex characters
reflect lived experiences and viewpoints, rather than her trying as a
writer to mimic authentic dialects
of Negro slaves."
Another trick of the novel's
language is that the only punctuation Rawles uses is the period.
Drawing from writings about the
freedom schools in which educated whites taught freed slaves
basic skills like reading and writing, she imagines the character of
Marianne, Sadie's granddaughter,
as someone who has just grasped
basic grammatical skills.
However, this honest way
of storytelling has often met
criticism. In a lawsuit settled
in 2002, the Puyallup School
District banned "Huckleberry
Finn." In an article published by
the Seattle Post-Intelligencer on
September 18, 2002, journalist
Mike Roarke reported that students "complained against the
to

of racial slurs in exams and
class discussion of books like
Huckleberry Finn.'"
Both Smith and Nancy Ravvies
disagree with the district's decision to stop using the book in
the classroom.
"It's common to say things like
'I feel racist reading this,' about
books like 'Huckleberry Finn,'"
said Smith. "We have to growup in this country. The character
of Jim was a slave; he was limited even in learning rudimentary skills. That was the reality of
the time."
use

The character of Jim

was a slave; he was
limited even in learning

rudimentary skills.
Marie-Antoinette Smith

Professor
Rawles held a similar stance,
saying, "IfHuckleberry Finn is the
only book children are reading in
school with an Africa- American
character, then yes, that's a problem. But Twain wrote a great
American novel and we can't rob
our children of reading it because
of the language."
Like Twain, Rawles' novel
brings often un-discussed issues
to the table; "My Jim" is currently
being used as a discussion piece
by 29 library groups nationwide.
Rawles, who lives in Seattle's
Mount Baker neighborhood and
teaches the fifth grade, looks forward to the summer months so
she can return to writing.
Frances can be reached at
dingerf@seattleu.edu
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Record-holding swimmer inducted to Hall of Fame
accepted the award

on his behalf
and read a short speech Elliott
had prepared.
"I am honored and grateful," Elliott's words read. "But I
am not going to talk about my
individual accomplishments because I wouldn't be here without
my teammates."
Kolbe was a 19-time AilAmerican by reaching time standards and rank, and earned teamMVP hono*s all four years at
Seattle U. The year Seattle U won
the NAIA National Championship,
Kolbe won an individual national championship in the 200
breaststroke and was a member
of the national title winning 800

freestyle relay.
Kolbe and his wife Laura Oliva
busy fulfilling Seattle U's mission of social justice by traveling
the world and helping others. The
couple married two years ago and
decided to sell their house and see
the world. Oliva graduated from
Seattle U in 2006 with a degree
in theology. She was teaching high
school theology when the two
embarked on their journey. They
have traveled to India, Cambodia,
Thailand and Laos.
Helen Kolbe said her son fits
perfectly with the Jesuit ideology
because of his desire to give back
to the larger community.
"It's part of his being to be compassionate," Helen Kolbe said.
Before traveling to India, Elliott
hosted a fundraiser called the
"Stash Bash" in which he sold shirts
adorned with his moustached face
and attendees were required to wear
moustache themselves. Helen wore
one of the shirts sold for the "Stash
Bash" when she spoke on his behalf
at the Hall ofFame Induction. He
raised more than $3,000 to purchase accessories for an ultrasound
machine for a village in India.
are

GarrettMukai
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Helen Kolbe accepted her son's induction and donned his likeness.

Taylor Olson
Staff Writer

though he wouldn't say
that about himself.
Kolbe was inducted into Seattle
Univetsity's Athletic Hall of Fame
May 23 for his individual accomplishments. Additionally, the men's
2002 swim team was inducted
for the year it took the NAIA
national title.
His sister-in-law Cristin said
the induction was the first time
she learned about Kolbe's individual accomplishments; she didn't
realize he was being inducted as
an individual and as a member of
the 2002 team.
Kolbe was unable to attend the
induction luncheon as he currently
lives in Rome. His mother Helen
swim team,

Elliott Kolbe never misses an
opportunity to go for a swim.
"Everywhere he goes he looks
for a waterfall, a pond, an ocean,
any body of water," Elliotts mother
Helen Kolbe says.
His sisters-in-law, Cristin,
Guilia and Maria Oliva say Kolbe
used to swim to the UW Medical
Center for work.
Kolbe got his job in diagnostic ultrasound at the UW after he
graduated from Seattle University
in 2002. In addition to being an
outstanding student, Kolbe was one
of the stars of the Seattle U men's

Kolbe worked with SonoSite, an
ultrasound company, to have them
donate the machine but used the
money he raised for other parts.
Craig Mallery, head swim coach
at Seattle U, said Kolbe was a crucial player in leading the men's
swim program to win the 2002
title. The swim team was just starting to get its feet wet when Kolbe
joined the team.
"At a time during very early development, he brought a level of
athleticism and athletic success on
the men's side that hadn't existed,"
Mallery said.
Mallery recalled Kolbe's dedication to swimming raised the
level of the entire team. He was
in the pool on-time and did the
sets beyond what was expected
without complaints.

He brought a level
of athleticism and

athletic success that
hadn't existed.
Craig Mallery
Head Swim Coach

a

village.

"He doesn't do it to be a goodytwo-shoe," Cuevas said. "He does it
because it's important to him."
Kolbe held multiple school records in a range of events.
"He would swim any event, any
time," Mallery said. "Whatever the
team needed him for, he would do
it without a complaint."
Helen Kolbe describes her son
as fun-loving and serious. One
year during his time at Seattle U,
Kolbe was Rudy the Redhawk and
often performed the worm for the
crowd. He was extremely self-motivated; Helen said she never had
to tell him to go to bed or do his
homework. He took swimming seriously and went to bed at 6 p.m.
the night before meets. Kolbe
would insist his mother did the
same, not even allowing her to read
in bed.
When it came to choosing a college, Kolbe drew up a list of pros
and cons, which Helen still has to
this day. On this list, one of the
cons listed for Seattle was the rain.
On the pros: Craig Mallery. Helen
said when they visited campus and
went to lunch with Craig, it sealed
the deal.
"Not only has he been a great
coach, he's been a great friend
to those boys," Helen Kolbe
said. "He's a great influence and
an inspiration."
Helencommented on the niche
her son found at Seattle U.
"Although Elliott was not raised
Catholic, his life has always been
about giving to others. He encourages all around him to do the same,"
Helen Kolbe said. "His education at
[Seattle U] has brought him closer
to other people who believe in and
live by the same philosophy."

Kat Cuevas, assistant coach of
Seattle U's swim team, swam with
Kolbe during her time as a studentathlete at Seattle U.
"He's got one of those magnetic
personalities," Cuevas said. "He can
do anything."
Cuevas remains close friends
with Kolbe and his wife to this day;
she has kept in touch with them
during their time abroad.
Cuevas commented upon
Kolbe's selflessness, recounting
another story from India in which Taylor can be reached at
he purchased a pregnant cow for olsont@seattleu.edu

SU athletics' past honored at Hall of Fame luncheon
Cover

�

staff listened
soccer,

as

baseball and

basketball players,
golfers, swimmers,
coaches and administrators
expressed what Seattle U athletics
means to them. Inductees gave
heartfelt thanks, shared stories
and memories, and offered hopes
for Seattle Us future in
Division I.
Larry McCauley's four years
as a baseball player at Seattle U
were marked by MVP awards and

record-breaking performances.
"Seattle U gave me more than
any man could ever hope for,"
McCauley said.
After Seattle U's
absence
from the D-I scene, the Athletic
Department decided honoring its
former student-athletes would be
a great way to connect the school
with its storied history.
to Division I al"Going
lows the university to reconnect
with people who've been away,"

said

John Dougherty, athletics development officer.

should tell a story about the importance of athletics in the en-

Old teammates, coaches and
friends shook hands and embraced
one another.
Dougherty said the luncheon
served as a reunion for many athletes who hadn't seen each other
since their days at Seattle U.

vironment of the university,"
Dougherty said.
Bill Hogan, Seattle Us director
of athletics, expressed his hopes of
restoring the university's rivalries
with the University ofWashington
and fellow Jesuit school
Gonzaga University.
"To bring back Division I is not
enough," Hogan said. "We must be
Division I outstanding."
Many inductees expressed similar sentiments.
Bob Polaski signed with the
Atlanta Braves right after college. He recalled a game played
at Gonzaga where their fans
taunted his father for cheering
for Seattle U. He said it is a great
privilege to be associated with
Seattle U baseball.
"I'm looking forward to watching SU baseball re-emerge as a D-I
powerhouse," Polaski said.
Dave Cox, former women's

The second induction
of Seattle U Hall of

Fanners spanned 65
years of SU history.
He said the inductions are
important because they allow
the honored athletes the opportunity to share their passion
with the rest of the Seattle U
athletic community.
"The passion for the university

Garrett Mukai

The Spectator

Former athletes and now Hall of Famers reflect on playing for SU.
basketball coach who posted a record 346 wins during his time at
Seattle U, recalls a Seattle from his
childhood that was mesmerized by
Seattle U basketball.
"Where we are right now,
moving back to D-I, is where this
school has its history," Cox said.
Dougherty believes it is

important to keep former Seattle
U athletes and students involved
in the school as it heads into "uncharted waters."
"Events like this help bring that
into fruition," Dougherty said.
Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu
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Redhawk becomes Sea Gal

RedZone seeking
new leadership

Katie Farden
Senior Staff Writer
wins and 12 losses
the Seattle Seahawks
ended 2008 leaving most of their
fans with dim hopes for next year.
Seattle U students and alumni still
have cause to head down to Qwest
Field, however, even if it is only for
the half-time show.
Senior criminal justice and
forensic psychology major Pia
Gillan recently earned a spot on
the Sea Gals, a professional dance
team that performs at Seahawks
football games.
When Gillan first found
out she made the team, she
was in disbelief.
"You have to wait for an hour
to find out, and that's the worst
part," she said. "When they first
called my number I was in shock, I
had to double check to make sure it
was me."
Gillan has been a member of
Seattle U's dance squad, SU Dance
Team, for the past two years.
Her dance coach, Kate Kelly,
wasn't surprised with Gillian's success at the Sea Gals tryout.
"She is one of the best performers I have ever coached," Kelly said.
"She just has that air about her."
Performing in front of a large
audience is one aspect of her new
job Gillan says she is most excited
to take on.
"I'm really excited just to be in
the stadium interacting with the
crowd," said Gillan who was born
and raised in Guam and danced
competitively in high school for
Skip Entertainment Studio.
Before dancing on the SU Dance
Team, Gillan spent her freshman
and sophomore year playing rugby
for Seattle U.

With four

last

The

Braden Van Dragt

Spectator

Rochelle LeMieux (right) doubled RedZone membership in 2009.
Billy Tsang

Staff Writer
After defeating Loyola
Marymount, Seattle University's
first men's basketball Division I
opponent at Key Arena, the team
was bombarded by a sea of students, parents and alumni, all

wearing red.

"The RedZone is the acknowledged school spirit club for Seattle
U, which hopes to increase student
and school-wide participation in
supporting Redhawks athletics.
Heading RedZone for the
past two years has been junior
strategic communications major Rochelle LeMieux. RedZone
began as a student-run dub but

then became a branch under the
Associated Students of Seattle
University. However, LeMieux
will not reapply for her position
next year, opening up a spot for
new leadership.

ASSU is seeking to
employ the 2009-

2010 RedZone chair.

students to join.
"Next year RedZone hopes to
create a better home-court advantage for our basketball team,
especially in Key Arena where our
school has had so much success
in the past," said Patrick Hill,
RedZone treasurer.

People were getting
the impression that
it was 'my' club.
Rochelle LeMieux
RedZone President
As for the new president,
ASSU is looking for someone
with strong organizational, coordinating and networking skills. In
addition, next year's RedZone position will be a paid staff position

under ASSU.
The club is currently operating
offmembership fees of$5 perperson. With 450 members, the dub
has been able to purchase T-shirts
as well as put on pizza events.

RedZone grew
LeMieux enjoyed traveling to
away games, supporting her peers
and being able to work with other clubs while supporting causes
such as Colleges Against Cancer,
which allows college students,
faculty and staff to work together
to bring American Cancer Society
programs and services to college
communities. On the other hand,
LeMieux felt like it was difficult
to keep people motivated who
weren't interested, on top of a perceived need to have high energy all
day, every day.
"1 felt like I needed to step
down because people were getting the impression that it was
my club, so the same people were
always involved," LeMieux said.
Starting with 200 members
during the 2007-2008 school
year, RedZone membership rose
to 450 this year. LeMieux's goals
for this year were to publicize
Red Zone and create interest in
Seattle U athletics.
RedZone hopes to canvas the
freshmen population, informing
them the club is full of energy
and looking for more enthusiastic

season,

"Rugby was a lot of fun, especially because we played it a lot
in Guam," she said. "But I really
missed dancing. It's not that I didn't
like rugby, but I do wish I had tried
for the dance team earlier."
The most unforgettable moment of her two years on Seattle
U's dance squad, she said, was her
initial audition.
"I had never really auditioned
before, and I was nervous choreographing my own dance," she
said ofher 2007 tryout. "But I got
through it."
Gillan auditioned for the Sea
Gals in late April at Qwest Field.
The try outs, which held three
rounds of cuts and personal interviews, proved to be far more overwhelming than the Seattle U dance
team auditions.
"At the SU audition, there are
about eight girls there, and everyone
knows your name," she said. "At the
Sea Gals audition, there were over
200. You're just a number."
out

When they first

called my number
I was in shock.
Pia Gillan
Senior Criminal Justice Major

Gillan's number, however, drew
the coaches' attention. She was selected along with 27 other women
for the 2009 Sea Gal's roster.
"My mom called everyone she
knew. And my family keeps checking the [Sea Gals] Web site," she
said with a laugh.
The Sea Gals practice every
Tuesday and Thursday at the

Photo courtesy of the Sea Gals

After two years with SU Dance,
Pia Gillan will fly as a Sea Gal.

Virginia Mason Athletic Center in
Renton, Wash.
"Practices start at 6:30 p.m., and
they don't give you an end time because you don't know when it will
get over," Gillan said.
She said while it's often challenging, she works to strike a balance between school and her new
job as a Sea Gal.
"It's pretty stressful," said Gillan,
who also works 15 hours a week at
SUper Copy. "I just seriously have

time-manage."
Still, die Sea Gal practices, which
usually run for about two and a half

to

hours, offer her time to unwind.
"I look forward to those practices because it's a chance to put
school behind me."
Although Gillan is now a professional dancer, her formercoach said
she still retains her humility.
"She is probably one of the
most down to earth people I
know," said Kelly. "She definitely
deserves this."

Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu

Snapshot: Dollar's first pitch
Cameron Dollar (right) threw the first pitch of the Mariners' game against former MarinerRandy Johnson
(left) and the San Francisco Giants. The Mariners won 2-1. Johnson finished with seven strikeouts.

from 200 members

in 2008 to 450

members in 2009.
As for next year, ideas have
already been set into motion.
RedZone is looking to have
a RedZone membership card
system in which members will
swipe their card when entering
certain events. Those who receive
a certain amount of points can
exchange them for prizes. In addition, the card can be used for
discounts at various businesses
around campus.
ASSU plans to hire an energetic, passionate and dedicated
individual who will transpose
their past experiences and skills
the student population
and get them excited about supporting Seattle U athletics.
to revamp

Billy can be reached at
tsangwl@seattleu.edu

_

Braden Van Dragt
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Randy Johnson was going for
win No. 299. Mariners second
baseman Jose Lopez put the
thorn in Johnson's side, batting
in both runs, including a single
to the wall in the 12th inning for
the win. Johnson's former teammate, Ken Griffey Jr., flied out in
the bottom of the ninth with two
outs and the bases loaded to end
the inning.
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Seattle U excels at LGBTQ inclusivity

Jessica Van Gilder

On May 26, California Superior Courts ruled to uphold
the Proposition 8 vote that took place in November, which

Managing Editor

changed the California constitution to identify marriage as a
union between one man and one woman only.
Af fellow Catholic institutions, the emphasis on interest
in the LGBTQ community has been dismal and often met
with opposition on behalfof conservatives. Despite the disappointing outcome of Prop 8 and the general trend of other
Catholic institutions to steer clear of the topic on gender
and sexuality, on our own campus, we are happy to say, the
resources provided create an inclusive community around
our LGBTQ students and faculty that is not only progressive
but praiseworthy.
When sectarian Catholics attempt to curtail dialogue and
advocacy for LGBTQ rights and issues, Seattle University
rightly maintains its commitment to social justice by providing an environment of open dialogue and critically analysis.
While Seattle U provides avenues for LGBTQ students, faculty and staff to positively engage their identities, the encouraging atmosphere doesn't always translate outside of the
university bubble.
It's not always easy to participate in controversial conversations, but members of the Seattle U community should
continue to discuss LGBTQ rights and issue with everyone, no matter their personal stance on the issue. Though
the discussion may be too complex to solve over coffee, it
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is with the tools of empowerment and encouragement pro-

vided by Seattle U that we can move forward toward equality
for all.
With organizations like DEEP, the Triangle Club and
the Office of Multicultural Affairs, the university continues
to not only challenge the narrow ideology of students who
haven't been exposed to diverse populations but also continues to educate and offer students a platform for debate
and critical thought. This critical thought enables students
to confront the stereotypes that perpetuate our culture and
attempt to formulate solutions to combat injustice, prejudice
and hate.
Seattle U aims to equip students with the accurate and current information needed to create awareness around complex
topics of sex, gender roles and sexuality. Equally as important,
the formulation of the Committee for Trans Inclusion among
the faculty will foster new ways to make our campus even
more inclusive and adds a strong component to the ongoing
dialogue of sex and gender diversity.
While we are pleased with the strides made on behalf of
students, faculty and staff to create an inclusive and open
atmosphere, we must be wary of assuming our work is
done in overcoming this adversity and injustice. We must
constantly strive to challenge one another to be open,
constructive and innovative when we discuss all aspects
of diversity.
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UWire—One of the most odd
things about the environmental
movement is its persistence. It
seems to continue growing and
gaining greater support with each
passing generation, even as odher social movements achieve their ends
and fizzle or temporarily lose steam
in the face of setbacks.
This column began as an attempt
to trace the history of the modern
environmentalist movement, to explain the roots of recent advocacy
such as the climate change legislation or fuel emissions standards
moving through Congress right
now in the context of a historical
struggle. As with other civil rights
movements, this task proved difficult, especially when considering
the movement's evolution through-

Clara Ganey
Staff Photographer
Jessica Ishmael
Staff Photographer

and parks, and the creation of government policy to ensure wilderness
protection, at least to some extent.
This movement, however, did
not have at its core the kind ofphilosophical weight that the modern
movement, spearheaded by figures
such as Paul Hawken and David
Suzuki, can command. The i&ue
of how environmentalism affects
political philosophy needs a good
deal of background, though.

Environmentalism is
often embraced by
capitalists and people

-
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without possessions.
It's safe

to

say the major polit-

ical-economic debate during and
In die United States, the moveimmediately after industrialization,
ment largely began with die work of especially in die so-called developed
world, was focused on a contest
conservationists in the late 19th century. Individuals such as John Muir
between individualism (like that
and Gifford Pinchot hardly proofphilosophers such as Ayn Rand)
posed the fundamental rethinking and a collectivism expounded by
ofall of human society expounded figures such as Marx. To this day,
by modern environmentalists, but almost every political question is
die root of die philosophy probably framed one way or another widiin
lies there. Their efforts focused on this debate, as Obama's reforms
die preservation ofkey areas of land, are charged as "socialism," and
die establishment of nature reserves Bush's tax policies were contested
out recent

history.

as

"screwing the poor."
Environmentalism, however,

is

one of the few questions of politics
that seems to operate outside this
realm of communists versus capitalists. Often in the same sentence, environmentalists are met with both
charges, accused of being workingclass socialists who are screwing the
poor. And remarkably, this charge
tends to make sense because environmentalism is a philosophy that
dissolves both sides of the debate. It
is the position of those stuck in the
20th-century argument that society
is either oriented for the group, as
an oversimplified Marx might have
it, or for the individual. Often, a
bias toward one was made to assert a kind of trickle-down effect
to the other, that the individual
would be best off working for a
larger societal purpose, or that the
group would be made strongest
through the efforts of competitive
individuals. But if both the group
and the individual are necessary and
dependent components ofa larger,
all-encompassing environment,
suddenly the entire debate seems
somewhat irrelevant.
The debate cannot be sunk once
the individuals served by it say,
a mistreated class achieve greater
freedoms; it cannot be pacified by
an expansion of government into
the realms of the private sector.
-

-

Neither is really the case with the
environment because, quite simply,
when both individuals and groups
are equally dependent on the environment for their well-being,
it no longer matters if society is
constructed in favor of one or the
other.
This is an interesting element of
the movement: It has philosophically changed the landscape ofpolitical
and economic debate in a way very
few political movements have. To
some extent, this might explain the
relative popularity of environmentalism and its ability to transcend
such traditional social boundaries
as class and race. It's embraced,
often simultaneously and without
apology, by successful or privileged
capitalists as well as people with virtually no material possessions.
More important than that,
though, is the fact that environmentalism stands to change the
fundamental premise of the political debate. This might explain
why it has the propensity to evolve
from one set of specific policies
say, from conservation and reducing
air and water pollution to another,
such as inspiring change in the very
nature of the energy which powers
our society.
-

-

Matt can be reached at
mpetryni@dailyemerald.com

Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and e-mailed to watanabl@seattleu.edu. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling, grammar
and style errors.

Off-campus housing Sasquatch was
is a renter's market less than legendary
became tiresome and boring. Part
of Monday's problem can be attributed to being the last day of a
The
Music
Festival
three-day event.Another portion of
Walk down any street on the
Sasquatch!
the problem was it fell on a weekanother
installment
wrapped up yet
hill and it's very obvious: it's a
overflowa
day, albeit a holiday. Both ofthese
renter's market. Rental rates are
of drawing massive
crowd.
sold-out
whittled
the sold-out crowd down
campground,
falling all over the country due
to
a
to
understand
more
manageable but less exI'm still trying
to the recession, and Seattle is no
size.
citing
why.
exception.
At the risk of being cliche , it
I remember when it was a lowly
"Now leasing" "vacancy" and
rocked
needs
to be said a $9 tall-boy of
event.
West
one-day
Kanye
"call now for specials" signs litter
th
with
a
Coors
is heinous.
Madison
the
white-on-white
Light
stage
streets like 18 Ave and
and
suit
Like
volunteer
writer Fernando
combo,
lavjacket
sports
St, as apartment after apartment
and
white
Keds.
Arcade
Sioson
wrote
an
earlier
op-ed, the
in
and
As
the
market
ender
shin
housing
has space to fill
not enough
saw
and
ears.
sun
is
our
too many
I
enemy.
Fire
opened
my eyes
interested renters to fill it.
This is great news for college continues to shrink,
Modest Mouse played sober. The burned bodies, and even more it'ship-to-be-un-hip sunglasses courPixies were a wave of rock royalty.
students—finding a summer
and
I've
for
five
year
years,
tesy of 1-800-QUITNOW perched
be
more
condos
gone every
easier this
apartment could not
with
its
progressed
just above a lit cigarette, smoke
The
Seattle
area
has
now.
Each
year
cracked
year.
setup and lineup. This year was the wafting around the lens and rims.
the top five in a national list of houses are rented out.
worst.
Speaking of hip-un-hip suncities who have had average rents
of
rocked
a
one ofthe largest problems
Leon
mosdyglasses,
Kings
the
four
most,
drop
percent in
the last quarter. The ball is in the
People who wish to stay in packed main stage and lawn, but with the Memorial Day weekend
renters' court, and the deals are their current rentals can take ad- part of that has to be due to the festival are the hipsters. People at
plentiful.
vantage of this too: if it comes recent radio and MTV success of the show don't wear tie-dye nortime to sign a new lease, it's very "Only By The Night." Compared mally. But then they transform
reasonable to bring up the idea to other headliners, they foil terribly into Sasquatch hippies/hipsters.
If they don't wear tie-dye, sling a
of lowering your rent with your short. Consider this year's headlinIt's reasonable to
landlord. Some quick statistics of ers: Jane's Addiction and Sasquatch hemp bag over the shoulders and
the market and how easy it would veteran—Ben Harper and Relendess wear ridiculous sunglasses to comconsider asking
be to find a cheaper place should 7. 2008 saw R.E.M., The Cure pliment their ridiculous red-andbe all they need to put them in a and The Flaming Lips. 2007 had white striped bodies, they look like
your landlord to
die Beastie Boys and Bjork. Nine they robbed American Apparel and
bargaining mood.
Inch Nails, Beck, Coldplay and The stole the clothes offofa mannequin
lower your rent.
As the housing market confrom Urban Outfitters.
tinues to shrink, more and more Postal Service all headlined, too.
The show wasn't entirely a bust.
Some of these problems won't
condos and houses are going to
and
can't be fixed: hippie/hipsters,
For those of you who are still be for rent instead of for sale. As TheWookie stage saw unprecedented
success
a
new
location
and
students,
I think we
given
overpriced food and drink. Which
poor college
looking for a place for the sumartists the promoters book is a fixmore energetic performers (see Girl
can all appreciate a quicker, easier
mer, keep your eye out for specials that can save you thousands choice when it comes to finding a Talk). The Dance/Comedy Tent able problem. Get a real headliner,
a performer or band who earned the
was genius. Finally the producers
ofdollars. To entice people to sign place to live.
Those of you moving in fall discovered a way to filter out the right to be at the top of the bill,
a lease many landlords are waivcommand the entire Gorge and
movers and shakers from the shoeing application fees and offering quarter should be able to take adbut
visitors enthralled all die way
well,
of
the
market
keep
gazers.
from
two
weeks
to
two
as
vantage
anywhere
There was even something out of Memorial Day weekend.
months of free rent with a onekeep one thing in mind: you're not
year lease. Some will even split going to be able to find that place about Ben Harper's show that was Then, maybe I'll become a six-year
that month's rent over the course now, so it's not really worth it to off. It may be his new blues-rock veteran ofthe legendary Sasquatch
of the whole lease, lowering your try. Wait until August at least.
band. They rocked, but, at some and put up with the hellish heat.
point the 10-minute jam session
monthly rent instead.
after eight hours ofstanding, heat, Ben can be reached at
Being an interested renter is the Angelo can be reached at
watanabi ©seattleu.edu
carosioa@seattleu.edu
sun, dehydration and movement
a
year
ofwhat
it
was
even
opposite

Angelo Carosio
Online Editor

ago: landlords practically fought
over my new roommate and me as
we searched for a place, e-mailing
us after we visited to make sure we
didn't have any more questions,
offering further deals and checking to see if we were still interested
more than a week after an inquiry.
Gestures like this make the housing-hunting process easier and a
bit less painful than it usually is.

Ben Watanabe
Opinion Editor
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Things I hate about you, like
that movie with the Joker
You ride a tongboajrd
hills with heavy
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s

You make uncomfortable
moments more
fortable
You talk too
class

You smoke, talkand walk
at the same time

Your sense of
hipper than mine

You even
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makefflfe

rhyme

You underachieve
than I do
You don't talk enough in

olass

You bicker with th#®p3
fessor in class about your
grade

Your financial aid package
is more robust

Theater offers a good forum for LGBTQ community
Zack Oakley
Daily Utah Chronicle, U. of Utah

UWire—Political and social ideas
are often used in theater, poetry and
music for their peaceful ability to

describe die underlying assumptions
of their corresponding movements.
George Orwell and Erwin Piscator
presented opposing opinions on the
individual consequences ofadopting
communism and totalitarianism.
Sidney Poitier asked his audience
to consider full social acceptance of
black Americans by dramatizing a
black-white engagement. One recent
manifestation of artful, penetrating
means of social change is die onewoman show "The Passion of Sister
Dottie S. Dixon."
Self-described gay activists and
co-writers of the PYGmalion Theatre
Company production, Troy Williams
and Charles Lynn Frost, see what
Williams called a "need for a subversive narrative in (lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender) recognition."
Their mutual decision to stray from
the typical, suffering story ofa persecuted, lonely LGBT individual to the

comedy-based reaction of a Spanish
Fork Mormon mother who has a
gay son represents a new approach.
It accomplishes one of Frost's goals,
which is to "let the audience leave
with love at the core and abundance
as a mindset"

The success of 'Milk'

Whether they admit it or not, adoptive placement" before allowing
their methods resemble those of adoption.
Odetta Holmes, OssieDavis and, to
some extent, Miles Davis ofthe Civil
Rights Movement. Their goal is not Local and federal
to push their audience to the polling
and voting booths. They hope that government should
by dramatizing a typical Utah mother
caught in a conflict between culture not enforce prejudices.
and family, they will be able to show

how sheand anyone in her situation
would
reconcile both without asking
and 'Brokeback
someone else to intervene.
Mountain' shows
What many partisans have done
to accomplish the same goal, on both
sides of the issue of LGBT rights, is
opinion is changing.
incorrect. Last year, opponents of gay
marriage in Arkansas (Unmarried
Williams wants to subliminally Couple Adoption Ban), Florida
convince his audience that members (Prop. 2), California (Prop. 8) and
ofThe Church of Jesus Christ of Arizona (Prop. 102) sought to exLatter-day Saints have shown what tend the influence of their states in
he calls a "faux compassion" in their matters their governments should
"claim that they 'understand' you, not be concerned with. Proponents
that they pity you." In the place of have attempted similar measures. In
protesting withpicket signs and angry Utah specifically, one piece that was
rhetoric in front of the Legislature, considered friendly to the LGBT
Williams and Frost are trying to adcommunity, House Bill 288, sought
vance social change through art in to grant courts the power to approve
of the "moral climate of the potential
front of everyday people.

Why should the state be involved
the
lives of sovereign adults to diis
in
extent in die first place? Who is better
equipped to approve of the "moral
climate" potential adoptive parents
are able to provide better than the
biological parents? Is a third-party
judge the best intermediary for deciding the fate ofour families? Local and
federal governments should never
enter matters of enforcing personal
prejudices.
The success of"Milk," "Brokeback
Mountain" and other productions
show that public opinion is changing, slowly and organically. Student
and faculty advocates and opponents
of the LGBT community at the
University ofUtah should represent

their opinions in opposition or in
support ofLGBT issues with the goal
ofchanging minds through thoughtful communicationoftheir premises.
Students and faculty should expose

themselves

to

the ideas of people

such as Williams and Frost, to let
theirideas and words simmer in their
minds before ever making under-influenced decisions.
This will not necessarily prevent
peaceful demonstration, as has been
seen in the Salt Lake City area before,
but it will prevent riots, violence and
the creation of deeper prejudices. A
healthy combination of waiting for
a generation to fade out and allowing the general population's opinion
to

change through individualized

media is the best approach to giving
powers in appropriate proportion to
all people and in the correct methods. The same could never be said
of appeals to governments, whose
responses have demonstrated overreaction, inequality and legislation
of personal predisposition.
Zack can be reached at
letters@chronicle.utah.edu

public
safety
reports

lastlooks

Vehicle Accident
May 20, 9:30 a.m.
Staff in a university-rented vehicle
were rear-ended. Staffers were
OK and appropriate reports were
filed.

Theft
May 20, 6:00 p.m.

A student reported her expensive
viola was taken from an unsecure
closet sometime during the six
hours it was left in the building.
DPS and SPD are investigating.

Slip and Fall
May 20, 7:20 p.m.

A student called from home and
reported she fell while walking to
the women's shower in Connolly.

The student said she was OK.

Disturbance
May 21, 1:00 a.m.
DPS received complaints of
two males yelling in the hallway
of Xavier. DPS found two male
guests of a student, and the RA
confirmed that they were allowed
to stay the night. DPS cleared.

Vehicle Accident
May 21,3:45 p.m.
DPS and SPD responded to a
fender-bender accident between
two vehicles. No injuries were reported and the drivers exchanged
information.

Memorial Day's Northwest Folklife festival at the Seattle Center
featured artists of all kinds, from impromptu street musicians to

xylophone enthusiasts to more mainstream performers. Folklife
emphasized audience participation and welcomed festival-goers of
all ages to play along. All photos by Jessica Ishmael

FOLKLIFE 2009

Medical Assist
May 22,12:00 p.m.

A student was treated after tripping and falling on a sidewalk.
The student tripped on a crack
and scraped her knees and
hands.

Vehicle Accident
May 22, 1:30 p.m.

A student driving a university vehicle hit a recycling dumpster. No
injuries were reported and minor
damage was found. DPS is following up.

Safety Assist
May 23,10:35 a.m.
A resident student reported to
DPS that she broke up with her
non-affiliate boyfriend and did not
wish to have any contact with
him. The student said was concerned he may attempt to come
to ca.m.pus to see her. DPS &
HRL staffs were notified.

For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.
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